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Chapter 5
Integrated Safety and Security
Management to Tackle Domino Effects

5.1 Introduction

A series of risk assessment methods for domino effects in the chemical industry
are introduced in Chaps. 2, 3 and 4. These methods can model both unintentional
domino effects and intentional domino effects.1 To prevent and mitigate domino
effects, domino effect management methods should be developed based on the
results delivered by domino effect risk assessments. Previous work on domino effect
management mainly focused on safety barriers management and land-use planning
to prevent domino effects. Landucci et al. [3] explored the role of safety barriers in
managing domino effects. Janssens et al. [4] developed an optimization method to
allocate protective safety barriers and mitigate domino effects in chemical plants.
Ghasemi and Nourai [5] optimized the spacing of storage tanks in land use planning
for minimizing domino effect risks. Khakzad and Reniers [6] established a cost-
effectiveness approach for the allocation of safety measures in chemical plants for
land-use planning. These attempts on domino effect management aim to prevent and
mitigate domino effects induced by unintentional events. However, the consequences
of intentional domino effects may be more severe due to for instance simultaneous
attacks on multiple chemical installations.

Besides safety barriers, security measures may also be used to prevent possible
multiple primary scenarios. Process security in the chemical industry is a relatively
new domain compared to process safety. The U.S. Department of Homeland Secu-
rity identified the chemical sector as one of 16 critical infrastructures vulnerable to
intentional attacks [7]. An increasing public concern raised the attention on process
security after the terrorist attack in New York City on September 11, 2001 [8–12]. In
2003, theCenter for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) issued guidelines for analyzing
andmanaging the security vulnerabilities of chemical industrial areas. The guidelines
provide useful tools to industrial companies that deal with hazardous materials for

1 This chapter is mainly based on two publications: Chen et al. [1] and Chen [2].
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112 5 Integrated Safety and Security Management …

assessing and managing their risks caused by terrorists. A comprehensive approach
was developed to integrate process security management and process safety manage-
ment strategies. However, possible domino effects triggered by (unintentional or)
intentional events were ignored in this document [13].

In 2004, the American Petroleum Institute (API) published a recommendation
on security risk assessment for the petroleum and petrochemical industries [14].
This document provides a systematic security risk assessment (SRA) method based
on threat, vulnerability, and consequence analysis. In 2013, the SRA method was
revised by expanding functional utility [15]. According to the SRA method, the
security risk is a function of threat, vulnerability, and consequence. Threat analysis
is a considerable challenge since it requires a multitude of data and knowledge
and modeling the motivations, intents, characteristics, capabilities, and tactics of
adversaries [16, 17]. Vulnerability analysis requires a detailed understanding of the
design and operation of installations and the threat information [18–20]. Security
measures can improve the capability of installations against attacks but may change
the attackers’ strategies because of the intelligent character of the adversaries [21–
23]. Consequently, Game theory was recognized as a promising tool for analyzing
adversaries’ strategies and optimizing the defenders’ response via optimal allocation
of security resources [24–27].

In terms of intentional domino effects, Reniers and Audenaert [28] proposed
using safety barriers to mitigate the potential consequences of intentional attacks.
However, the escalation caused by intentional events may be very difficult to prevent
due to possible acceleration induced by synergistic effects. Consequently, integrating
safety and securitymanagementmay be a viable approach to dealwith intentional and
unintentional domino effects. However, there is a research gap to integrate safety and
security management to prevent and mitigate domino effects in chemical industrial
areas. This chapter, therefore, provides a framework to this end.

5.2 Safety and Security Management Principles

5.2.1 Inherent Safety and Security

In light of the severe consequences of the Flixborough disaster in 1974 and theBhopal
disaster in 1984,Kletz [29] proposed the concept of inherent safety or inherentlySafer
design (ISD) to make chemical plants safer. Unlike traditional plant designs that try
to reduce the risk by adding protective equipment and following safety procedures,
inherent safety aims to remove or reduce the hazards from the start, hence, by design.
In terms of security, inherent safety also leads to the removal or reduction of threats.
If hazards or threats are removed, no undesired events are possible and thus no
subsequent domino effects are possible. Inherent security should thereby also reduce
the attractiveness of assets belonging to chemical plants and therefore also remove
or reduce threats. Kletz and Amyotte [30] proposed 10 inherent safety principles:
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• Intensification or minimization: Reduction of the number and amount of
hazardous materials in a chemical plant.

• Substitution: Substitution of a hazardous material by a safer one; For instance, a
chemical plant can use a non-flammable material to replace a flammable material.

• Attenuation: attenuation of hazardous effects by using a hazardousmaterial under
safer conditions such as low temperature and low pressure.

• Limitation of effects: limitation of hazardous effects by changing designs (e.g.,
unit segregation design), operations, or reaction conditions.

• Simplicity: Simplicity of equipment, process, operations for reducing opportuni-
ties for errors and equipment failure.

• Avoidingdomino effects: avoiding the escalation ofmajor accidents by increasing
layout spacing, providing firebreaks between sections, etc.

• Making incorrect assembly impossible: chemical plants should be designed to
avoid incorrect assembly. For instance, a compressor valve should be designed to
avoid incorrect assembly of inlet and exit valves.

• Making status clear: avoiding complicated equipment and overloading informa-
tion and marking important information.

• Tolerance of misuse: tolerance of poor installation or operation without failure.
For example, expansion loops are more tolerant of poor installation than bellows
in the pipework.

• Ease of control: control by using physical principles rather than adding control
equipment and avoidance of hands-on control [31].

The above principles are guidelines for an inherent safety (and security) design
from a safety perspective. Some unique principles for inherent security are proposed
in this book, as follows:

• Reduction of attractiveness: reduction of the assets that are attractive for
adversaries;

• Hidden attractive assets: attractive assets should be located in hidden places or
covered by other materials to make them difficult to be found.

• Making the access of attractive assets difficult: Attractive assets should be
designed to be difficult to assess. For example, the control center is located far
from the entrances.

• Least privilege: Each attractive asset or part of the digital system is designed
with the privileges needed for its function to avoid multiple losses of assets or the
failure of the whole digital system.

With the application of inherent safety and security design principles, it is expected
to achieve fewer hazards, threats, fewer additional safety and securitymeasures, fewer
people to be exposed to hazardous effects, and fewer attractive assets to be exposed
to threats.
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5.2.2 Layers/Rings of Protection

CCPS [32] defined an independent protection layer (IPL) as a device, system, or
action that can prevent a scenario from proceeding to undesired consequences, inde-
pendent of the initiating event and other protection layers for the scenario. The
concept of rings of protection (RoP) in the security domain defines a protection
system as a series of independent protection rings [13]. It is similar to the layers of
protection (LOP) used in chemical process plants for safety barriermanagement [33].
The concept of “Layers of Protection” is usually used for safety barrier management
in chemical process plants [13] and the “Rings of Protection” for security are derived
from this concept. A layer of protection analysis (LOPA) is a simple risk assessment
method used for judging whether there are sufficient protection layers to control the
risk of an undesired event.

Protection layers are independent of each other and not influenced by the like-
lihood or consequences of the initiating event [32]. The performance of a protec-
tion layer depends on the availability and effectiveness of safety barriers associated
with the layer. Availability denotes the probability of failure on demand (PFD) of
the safety barriers, while effectiveness is the probability that the safety barrier can
prevent the scenario if it is successfully activated. Since no layer is perfectly effec-
tive, a scenario may require more than one protection layer depending on the process
complexity and potential severity of a consequence [32]. For example, a pressure
relief valve, a fire sprinkler system, a fireproofing coating, and a firefighting team
may be simultaneously used for preventing fire escalation and failure of hazardous
material vessels, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Each safety barrier in Fig. 5.1 is an independent
protection layer. The escalation risk decrease with the increase of protection layers.
If the protection layers are sufficient to prevent the escalation, no additional protec-
tion layers are needed. Otherwise, more protection layers should be implemented.

Vessel

Layer  1

Layer  2

Layer  3

10-3
10-4

10-5  Escalation risk

Layer  4

10-6

Layer  1: pressure relief valve
Layer  2: fire sprinkler system 
Layer  3: fireproof coating 
Layer  4:  firefighting team 

Fig. 5.1 Layers of protection: an illustrative example
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If the risk tolerance criterion for domino effects is determined in a chemical plant,
appropriate protection layers should be used to decrease the escalation risk below
the tolerance criterion. Besides, the escalation risk can also be reduced by improving
the availability and effectiveness of safety barriers in each layer.

In termsof security, the concept of “Rings ofProtection” is also knownas “Layered
Defenses” and is based on the “Defense in Depth” principle [34]. Each defense layer
consists of any device, system, or action that is capable of preventing the success of
an attack. Appropriate defense layers need to be implemented in a chemical plant to
protect critical assets. In terms of domino effects, critical installationsmay be defined
as any hazardous facility with a high probability of initiating or propagating domino
effects. If the current security risk is higher than the tolerance criteria, additional
protection layers may be needed as attack prevention or mitigation measures. In
chemical plants, security barriers such as a locked door and a fence can be considered
to be preventive rings, while safety barriers such as a fire sprinkler that can prevent
possible escalation caused by attacks may be regarded as mitigation rings.

According to the theory of protection rings, the most critical or vulnerable assets
(e.g., the control room and hazardous material storage tanks) should be put into the
center of concentric levels. In that case, an attack has to penetrate many defense
rings, such as a fence, a locked exterior door, an alert receptionist, an elevator with
key-controlled floor buttons, and a locked door [13]. It should be remarked that the
defense against external attacks is less difficult than that against attacks within the
company because internal attackers can easily bypass or penetrate part of the rings
[35]. Unlike protection layers of safety barriers, the effectiveness of a protection
ring constituting security measures is influenced by adversaries. If adversaries have
the protection information of a chemical plant, they may use available means to
lower the availability of protection rings. These means may for instance include
using explosions to induce the failure of protection devices, releasing toxic gases to
incapacitate all inhabitants of the control room, or bypass defense layers. As a result,
defense rings should be robust, and the details of protection information may not be
open to the public.

5.3 Integrated Safety and Security Management

5.3.1 Motivations for Integrating Safety and Security

According to the analysis in Sect. 5.2, both safety management and security
management can be achieved by the inherent safety and security principles and the
layers/rings of protection. In other words, both safety and security can be integrated
into the design stage and operation stage in light of the intentional and uninten-
tional threats associated with chemical plants. Safety barriers for preventing domino
effects in process industries are generally divided into three categories: (i) active
protection systems, (ii) passive protection systems, and (iii) emergency measures
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[33, 36]. Previous researches on the management of domino effects mainly focus
on accidental domino effects. Landucci et al. [37] developed a fault tree method-
ology to quantify the performance of safety barriers in fire-induced domino effects.
Janssens et al. [4] developed an optimization model to allocate safety barriers for the
sake of maximizing the ttf of chemical installations. Khakzad et al. [38] proposed
a DBN approach for the performance assessment of fire protection systems during
domino effects, taking into account the dynamic failure process of fireproofing coat-
ings. Khakzad et al. [39] also developed an approach based on a limited memory
influence diagram (LIMID) to multi-attribute decision analysis of safety measures.
Advanced tools such as Petri-net and event sequence diagrams were applied to assess
emergency response actions during fire-induced domino effects [40, 41].

A few attempts tomanage intentional domino effects are based on securing critical
installations or reducing potential consequences using safety barriers, ignoring the
integration of safety barriers and security measures. Figure 5.2 shows the dependen-
cies in the decision-making on safety and security resources, assuming the possibility
of domino effects occurring after the allocation.

Safety barriers can prevent or mitigate accidental domino effects and also may
have an impact on intentional domino effect scenarios. For instance, safety barriers
may reduce the potential consequences of intentional events and decrease the attrac-
tiveness of chemical industrial areas. In terms of cross-plant areas, safety and security
resources allocated in one chemical plant may lead to benefit of plants nearby due
to the mitigation of possible external domino effects while it may also relatively
increase the security risk of nearby plants because of the change of attractiveness.
Therefore, safety and security resources should be integrated to prevent or mitigate

Protection strategy

Legend

Chance node

Decision node

Utility node

Dependence

Safety barriers Security measures

Unintentional 
adversaries

Intentional 
adversaries

Accidental 
domino effects
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Unintentional 
events

Intentional 
domino effects

Protection utility

Protection cost

Attack cost
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Fig. 5.2 The diagram for the allocation of safety and security resources
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all possible domino effects caused by safety or security accident scenarios. In this
book, “integrated safety and security measures” are called protection measures.

5.3.2 Classification of Protection Measures

In light of possible intentional and accidental domino effects, both safety and security
measures may be used in domino effect management. A new classification of protec-
tion measures (safety or security measures) for preventing and mitigating domino
effects in chemical industrial areas is proposed, as shown in Fig. 5.3.

According to their functions, protectionmeasures are divided into three categories:
detection measures, delay barriers, and emergency response actions. The three types
of protection measures will be explained and elaborated below.

(1) Detection measures

Detection measures are used to detect intentional and unintentional abnormal events
such as accidental releases and adversary actions and take the necessary actions to
deal with them. The detection function consists of three sub-functions: (i) sensing,
seeing, and discovering the problems (sensor), (ii) evaluating, assessing, and thinking
about a solution for the problem (logic solution), and (iii) doing, acting, and carrying
acts to solve the problem (actuator). A detection for an abnormal event is successful
only when the functions are all there correctly executed. As a result, the detection
performance depends on the probability that detection sensors or persons successfully

Fig. 5.3 Classification of add-on protection measures related to domino effect management
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discover abnormal events, the probability that the alarm related to the events is
successfully communicated, the probability that the alarm is successfully assessed
and acted upon, and the time needed for the entire detection process (detection time)
is adequate. An additional detection performance indicator is the nuisance alarm
rate. A nuisance alarm is any alarm that is not caused by abnormal events. In an
ideal detection system, the detection probability would be 1, and the nuisance alarm
rate would be zero. However, in a chemical plant, all sensors interact with their
environment, and they may be disturbed by other disturbances in their detection
zones, such as vegetation, wildlife, and weather conditions. In a chemical plant,
a typical detection system may consist of exterior and interior intrusion sensors,
video alarm assessment, entry control, and alarm communication systems. Video
alarm assessment is always conducted by closed-circuit television (CCTV) camera
coverage of each sensor sector. An entry control system allows authorized personnel
and material to get into and out of facilities while detecting and possibly prevent
the access of unauthorized movements. Alarm communication aims to transport an
alarm and information to a center and possibly present and assess the information
[34, 42].

(2) Delay barriers

Delay barriers may be divided into two categories: delay attack measures and delay
escalation measures. Delay attack measures are barriers that can increase the time in
which an adversary needs to carry out an action, and such measures can thus delay
the implementation of an attack. An adequate protection system first requires that the
detection system successfully discovers the abnormal event. In that case, response
force (e.g., guards, police) can prevent the attackwhen the alarm is correctly assessed
and delivered to the response force. However, the start of an effective response
force needs time. If the time is larger than the time required for completing the
adversary attack, the response force would be ineffective, and the attack can not
be prevented. As a result, after an adversary action is detected, delay measures are
employed to delay the implementation of the attack until an adequate response force
is available. Therefore, the response force can successfully interrupt the adversary
attack before the attack goal is achieved only when the adversary is detected. The
response force is available (active) before the attack is implemented [1, 42]. Delay
escalation barriers are barriers to delaying the escalation of major accidents, such
as fireproof coatings and water delivery systems. For example, fireproof coatings
can block heat radiation transfer from the installation on fire to nearby installations
exposed to the fire, increasing the time to failure (ttf) of the exposed installations
[43, 44].

(3) Emergency response

Response force refers to any response personnel andmeasures involved in response to
intentional attacks or hazardous scenarios in a chemical plant. As a result, emergency
response in a chemical plant is essential to protect installations, the public, workers,
and the environment. The response forcemaybeon-site andoffsite, including security
guards, police,medical emergency teams, the fire brigade, etc.Guards and policemay
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be regarded as a preventive response that may prevent the completion of an attack if
the attack is successfully detected. And if the delaymeasures provide enough time for
the start of the response force. Medical emergency teams and fire brigades are used
to mitigate the consequences of attacks. Protection of different targets may require
response plans and the performance of response force depends on the threat types.
For example, it is almost impossible to use security guards to prevent drone attacks.
This is one reason why the drone attack on the Abqaiq oil plant in 2019 led to a 50%
reduction in Abqaiq’s oil production and a nearly 15% increase in the crude oil price
[45]. Therefore, inherent safety and security, besides the add-on protectionmeasures,
is very important, and different chemical plants may also need additional protection
strategies, and an effective protection strategy requires a reasonable arrangement of
detection, delay, and response measures [1, 34, 42].

5.4 An Integrated Approach to Manage Domino Effects

This section develops an integrated management framework for preventing and miti-
gating intentional and unintentional domino effects. The procedures of the developed
approach are shown in Fig. 5.4.

Identification of 
hazards and threats 

Vulnerability assessment of 
hazardous installations exposed to 

unintentional hazards

Assessment of the evolution of domino effects

Estimation of scenario 
consequences

Risk calculation and evaluation

Is risk/hazard 
acceptable

Yes

No

Implementation of 
protection measures Definite risk tolerability criteria 

Vulnerability assessment of 
hazardous installations exposed to 

intentional threats

Calculation of scenario 
probability

Operation of the chemical plant

Chemical plant 
description

Monitor 
the changes 
in the plant. 
Substantial 
changes?

Yes

No

Fig. 5.4 Integrated management framework for domino effects
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First, we need to collect all the data and information of a chemical plant related to
risk assessment andmanagement. Based on this information and data, possible inten-
tional threats and hazards should be identified for the basis of vulnerability analysis.
In this framework, vulnerability assessment should consider (i) the vulnerability of
installations directly against threats and hazards and (ii) the vulnerability of instal-
lations subject to possible domino effects caused by intentional and unintentional
events. Next, a consequence analysis should be conducted to obtain the possible
consequences of domino effects. Furtherly, the domino effect risk is calculated and
evaluated to judge whether risk reduction is needed by comparing it against the risk
tolerability criteria. If the risk is higher than the criteria, risk reduction strategies
(add-on safety and security measures) should be formulated.

5.4.1 Chemical Plant Description

In the first step, necessary data and information associated with the scope of the study
need to be collected. The foremost necessary information and data are as follows:

• Plant information: The location of the chemical plant, the social, political, and
economic environment around the chemical plant, nearby chemical plants or other
critical infrastructures, products, etc.

• Layout information: Asset positions, distances between different installations,
physical links between various installations, etc.

• Asset information: numbers, types, shapes, sizes, value, functions, materials, etc.
• Hazardous material information: types, quality, locations, hazardous characteris-

tics, states (e.g., phase state, pressure, and temperature).
• Protection measures information: detection measures, delay measures, internal

emergency response, and external emergency response.
• Meteorological data: temperature, wind direction, speed, humidity, etc.

5.4.2 Threat and Hazard Analysis

In terms of domino effects, this step needs to answer the question: what can induce
primary scenarios? Since domino effects can be caused by intentional attacks and
unintentional events, the step of threat and hazard analysis should identify both
hazards and intentional threats (that is, the intentional issues of hazards), providing
information and data for carrying out a vulnerability analysis.

Hazard identification in a chemical plant is to identify unintentional possible
unwanted events leading to losses for people, property losses, and environmental
damages, obtaining the weaknesses in the design and operation that could lead
to hazardous material releases, fires, or explosions [46]. These hazards are always
caused by the presence of hazardousmaterials or the processing conditions andhence,
they belong to the field of “process safety”. The characteristics of hazards can be
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flammability, combustibility, toxicity, corrosivity, radioactivity, etc. The processing
conditions refer to hazardous physical conditions such as high temperature, high
pressure, vibration, and liquid hammering and the strike [46]. These unintentional
threats can be analyzed by widely used hazard identification methods such as the
Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) method and the checklist method.

An intentional threat may be regarded as an indication, a circumstance, or an
event that can lead to deliberate damage to humans, property and the environment,
etc. [15]. Intentional threat analysis should identify possible threats and the attrac-
tiveness of installations to these threats. Intentional threat identification needs to
collect information and data on potential threats, such as threat types, motivations,
and weapons. The types of adversaries in chemical plants include terrorists, crimi-
nals, violent activities, deranged individuals, and disgruntled employees [13]. The
motivations of threats may be the willingness to die, maximizing damage and casual-
ties, inflicting psychological terror on the employees and public, and demonstrating
the inability of the host company or country for instance [13]. Adversaries may take
simple physical actions (e.g., opening valves, cutting electricity cables, and distorting
production parameters), use simple arms (e.g., handguns, knives, and explosives),
and exploit advanced weapons (missiles, drones, and nuclear weapons) to increase
the likelihood of a successful attack and expand the consequences [13]. Adversaries
may be internal adversaries, external adversaries, or internal adversaries working in
cooperation with external adversaries, and they may be individuals or from groups,
organizations, or governments. Threat analysis should consider as many adversaries
as possible, such as intelligence services of host nations or third-party nations, polit-
ical and terrorist groups, criminals, rogue employees, cybercriminals, and private
interests [15]. Based on the information and data of adversaries, we can estimate the
probability of threats, as shown in Table 5.1.

According to the identified threats, the attractiveness of assets to each threat
should be determined to obtain the possibility of attack scenarios. The attractiveness
of an asset may change with different threats. Consequently, the Expert should assess
the attractiveness of each asset to each threat from the perspective of adversaries.
According to various threats, one or more following factors [15] may be considered:
(i) potential for mass casualties/fatalities; (ii) extensive property damage; (iii) prox-
imity to national assets or landmarks; (iv) possible disruption or damage to critical
infrastructure; (v) disruption of the national, regional, or local economy; (vi) ease of
access to target; (vii) media attention or possible interest of themedia; (viii) company
reputation and brand exposure; (ix) vulnerability of installations exposed to attacks;
(x) Potential for triggering domino effects. The potential for triggering domino effects
is themain difference in attractiveness assessment between the chemical industry and
other sectors without escalation effects. The domino effect potential assessment is a
simple assessment of domino effects, and simple domino effect models are recom-
mended, such as graph metrics [47]. According to graph theory, closeness metrics
measure the centrality of a node in a network [48]. The out-closeness metric can
reflect installations’ potential contribution to the escalation of domino effect, while
the in-closeness metric represents the vulnerability of installations to get damaged
during domino effects [43]. The installation with a high out-closeness value has a
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Table 5.1 SRA methodology for threat assessment (Note Adapted from API [15])

Threat level Description

Very low Indicates little or no credible evidence of capability or intent and no history of
actual or planned threats against the asset or similar assets (e.g., “no expected
attack in the life of the facility’s operation”)

Low Indicates that there is a low threat against the asset or similar assets and that few
known adversaries would pose a threat to the asset (e.g., “1 event or more is
possible in the life of the facility’s operation”)

Medium Indicates that there is a possible threat to the asset or similar assets based on the
threat’s desire to compromise similar assets. Still, no specific threat exists for the
facility or asset (e.g., “1 event or more in 10 years of the facility’s operation”)

High Indicates that a credible threat exists against the asset or similar assets based on
knowledge of the threat’s capability and intent to attack the asset or similar assets,
and some indication exists of the threat specific to the company, facility, or asset
(e.g., “1 event or more in 5 years of the facility’s operation”)

Very high Indicates that a credible threat exists against the asset or similar assets; that the
threat demonstrates the capability and intent to launch an attack; that the subject
asset or similar assets are targeted or attacked on a frequently recurring basis; and
that the frequency of an attack over the life of the asset is very high (e.g., “1 event
per year”)

high potential to start domino effects, while the installation with a high in-closeness
value is likely to be damaged by domino effects caused by other installations. Let’s
assume that adversaries expect to trigger a domino effect to induce severe conse-
quences or indirectly damage installations with high in-closeness values. In that
case, the installations with a high out-closeness value may be the targets.

Based on the above attractiveness analysis, the attractiveness of an asset to a
threat represented by the likelihood that an installation is attacked by a threat can be
determined based on the attractiveness levels shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Attractiveness evaluation table (API [15])

Attractiveness level Likelihood LA Description

Very low 0.0 ≤ LA < 0.2 The threat would have little to no level of interest in the
asset

Low 0.2 ≤ LA < 0.4 The threat would have some degree of interest in the asset,
but it is not likely to be of interest compared to other assets

Medium 0.4 ≤ LA < 0.6 The threat would have a moderate degree of interest in the
asset relative to other assets

High 0.6 ≤ LA < 0.8 The threat would have a high degree of interest in the
asset relative to other assets

Very high 0.8 ≤ LA ≤ 1 The threat would have a very high degree of interest in the
asset, and it is a preferred choice relative to other assets
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5.4.3 Vulnerability Assessment of Installations Against
Direct and Threats

In this step, the vulnerability assessment aims to identify possible primary scenarios
that may trigger domino effects and thus determine the probability of the primary
scenarios caused by threats or hazards. The widely used risk assessment methods
such as fault tree, event tree, and Bayesian network may be used to analyze possible
primary scenarios caused by hazards and threats. In terms of the vulnerability of
installations exposed to intentional attacks, it can be any weakness that may be
exploited by an attacker to gain access to direct targets and to successfully execute
an attack [15]. Before identifying primary scenarios caused by intentional attacks,
we need to assess the likelihood that an attack is successfully carried out. In this
chapter, the EASI model [42] is recommended to obtain the conditional probability
that an attack is successfully carried out. According to the model, the likelihood
depends on three parameters:

(1) The conditional probability that detected information is communicated to the
emergency force. It depends on the training in communication equipment,
maintenance, dead spot in radio communication, and the stress experienced
during actual attacks [42].

(2) The conditional probability that an attack is detected on time. It depends on the
attack path, detection measures along the path, and emergency response time.
If the needed time for an attacker to pass the path between the detection position
and the attack target is larger than the emergency response time, the attack is
assumed to be interrupted. Otherwise, the attacker would reach the location
of the target. To improve the likelihood of interrupting intentional attacks, the
time the attacker is detected should be as early as possible. Besides, multiple
detection measures may be implemented to increase the detection probability.
Furthermore, delay measures may be used to delay the time that the attacker
reaches the target and thus provide more time for the response of emergency
force.

(3) The conditional probability that the attack is successfully executed when the
adversary gets access to the target. It is determined by the performance that
the attacker correctly uses the weapon and the reliability of the weapon [49].

5.4.4 Assessment of the Evolution of Domino Effects

Based on the vulnerability assessmentmethod illustrated in Sect. 5.4.2, we can obtain
all the primary scenarios that may induce domino effects. These primary scenarios
can be intentional or unintentional. Besides, multiple failures may be present in
one primary scenario. According to the primary scenarios, the graph-based models
presented in Chaps. 2, 3 and 4 can be selected to analyze the possible subsequent
domino effects and to calculate the failure probability of installations and the death
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probability of humans. The inputs and outputs of the domino effect analysis are
shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.4.5 Consequence Analysis

Domino effectsmay result inmany consequences, such as fatalities, economic losses,
and environmental damage. Based on the consequence analysis method proposed by
API [15], five categories of consequences are considered: (i) fatalities and injuries, (ii)
property damage, (iii) environmental impacts, (iv) business interruption, (v) damage
to reputation or negative publicity.

Loss of human life

Humans are vulnerable to toxic gas, heat radiation, overpressure, and fragments.
Since the probability of humans dying from fragments ismuch lower than dying from
the other harmful effects, we focus on the latter effects. In this chapter, therefore, the
probit models for human vulnerability developed by TNO [50] are recommended
to obtain the death probability caused by hazardous effects. For example, the acute
intoxication of humans caused by a toxic gas is a function of the harmful effects of
the toxic gas, the toxic gas concentration, and the exposure time. In terms of the death
caused by overpressure, the vulnerability of humans exposed to heat radiation is also
a dynamic process and depends on the exposure time, and the received heat radiation.
For the damage caused by heat radiation, the superimposed effectsmay be considered
since the heat radiation received by humans may vary with the number of hazardous
installations being on fire during the spatial–temporal evolution of hazards.
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Property damage

The property damage caused by domino effects in a chemical plant should account for
all possible damaged installations based on the results obtained from the vulnerability
assessment and domino effect analysis. The property damage is always monetarized
as the cost of lost property [51].

Business loss

The business loss is related to the operation interruption of the chemical plant caused
by domino effects, and the interruption time can be used as an indicator of business
loss [15].

Environmental damage

Besides the damage to humans, property, and business, environmental impacts are
not neglected. Spills of hazardous materials may cause damage to the environment,
indirectly affecting thepopulation, plants, and animals by contaminating land, surface
water, and groundwater [52]. A certain period of time is needed for the recovery of
the environment. As a result, the damage to the environment may be assessed by the
time needed to recover [15].

Reputation or negative publicity

The damage to reputation or negative publicity is challenging to evaluate. Some
indirect indicatorsmay be used to determine it, such as the degree of loss of reputation
or business viability, the attention of regulatory agencies, and the report of media
[15].

According to the above analysis, a consequence evaluation table can be obtained, as
shown in Table 5.3.

For instance, the damage to two above-ground gasoline tanks in a decked area can
lead to on-site injuries that are not widespread but only in the vicinity of the incident
location (low); over e1 billion to e10 million loss in property damage (medium);
minor environmental impacts to immediate incident site area only, less than 1 year
to recover (low); Short-term (>2 weeks to 3 months) business interruption/expense
(low); and a medium loss of reputation or business viability (medium). Since two
types of consequences are in themedium level, the total consequence level ismedium.

5.4.6 Risk Evaluation

To determine whether measures need to be taken to reduce domino effect risks, risk
evaluation should be conducted based on the likelihood and consequence of domino
effects. To make it more user-friendly, a risk matrix is recommended, as shown
in Fig. 5.6. According to the risk attitude of decision-makers, the risk threshold
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Table 5.3 Consequence evaluation table (API [15])

Consequence level Description (already look at the worst-case parameters)

Very low (i) Possibility of minor injury on-site; no fatalities or injuries anticipated
off-site
(ii) Up to eX loss in property damage
(iii) No environmental impacts
(iv) Very short-term (up to X weeks) business interruption/expense
(v) Very low or no impact or loss of reputation or business viability;
mentioned in the local press

Low (i) On-site injuries that are not widespread but only in the vicinity of the
incident location; no fatalities or injuries anticipated off-site
(ii) eX to eX loss in property damage
(iii) Minor environmental impacts to immediate incident site area only, less
than X year(s) to recover
(iv) Short-term (>X week to Y months) business interruption/expense
(v) Low loss of reputation or business viability; query by the regulatory
agency; significant local press coverage

Medium (i) Possibility of widespread on-site serious injuries; no fatalities or injuries
anticipated off-site
(ii) Over eX to eX loss in property damage
(iii) Environmental impact on-site and/or minor off-site impact, Y year(s)
to recover
(iv) Medium-term (Y to Z months) business interruption/expense
(v) Medium loss of reputation or business viability; attention of regulatory
agencies; national press coverage

High (i) Possibility of X to Y on-site fatalities; the possibility of off-site injuries
(ii) Over eX to eX loss in property damage
(iii) Tremendous environmental impact on-site and/or large off-site impact,
between Y and Z years to recover
(iv) Long-term (X to Y years) business interruption/expense
(v) High loss of reputation or business viability; prosecution by the
regulator; extensive national press coverage

Very high (i) Possibility of any off-site fatalities from large-scale toxic or flammable
release; possibility of multiple on-site fatalities
(ii) Over eX loss in property damage
(iii) Major environmental impact on-site and/or off-site (e.g., large-scale
toxic contamination of public waterway), more than XX years/poor chance
of recovery
(iv) Very long-term (>X years) business interruption/expense; large-scale
disruption to the national economy, public or private operations; loss of
critical data
(v) Very high loss of reputation or business viability; international press
coverage

* X, Y, Z, and XX are variables that users should determine
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may differ. If the obtained risk is lower than the threshold, the risk is acceptable;
otherwise, add-on risk reduction measures may be taken to make the risk lower than
the threshold.

5.4.7 Risk Treatment

Risk treatment is an essential step in the integratedmanagement framework, focusing
on selecting and implementing appropriate measures to deal with domino effect
risk. The common-used risk treatment strategies include risk retention, risk avoid-
ance, risk reduction, risk transfer [51]. One or more risk treatment strategies may
be selected according to distinctive risk evaluation results and the preferences of
decision-makers.

If the domino effect risk of a chemical plant is lower than the risk tolerability
criteria, a risk retention strategymay be adopted. Based on the risk retention strategy,
the chemical plant will accept the domino effect risk and be prepared if a domino
effect occurs. If the domino effect risk of a chemical plant exceeds the tolerability
threshold, the risk is unacceptable and risk treatment strategies such as risk avoidance,
risk reduction, and risk transfermaybe taken tomake the risk lower than the threshold.
The following risk treatment possibilities exist:
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(1) Risk avoidance

In terms of domino effect risks, risk avoidance may refer to the inherent safety
and security measures. For instance, using less hazardous or attractive materials
and processes can reduce or eliminate hazards and threats and thus decreases the
likelihood of primary scenarios. Besides, changing the design of plant layout (e.g.,
providing ample layout spacing) or operations (e.g., reducing the hazardous material
unloading velocity) may limit the hazardous effects of escalation so as to lower
the escalation potential. Other inherent safety and security measures are shown in
Sect. 5.2.1.

(2) Risk reduction

Risk reduction can be needed and it is determined by additional protection measures,
decision in ideally influenced by the performance of the used protection measures
[44]. For example,we can install additional detection sensors to improve the detection
probability of abnormal events (unintentional events and intentional events) and
provide more time for the initiation of emergency response, thus decreasing the
domino effect risk. Besides, delay measures such as fireproof coatings can be used to
prevent fire-induced escalation, and fences may be used to delay intentional attacks
originating fromoutside the chemical plant. Furthermore, emergency response forces
may be improved to shorten the time needed to respond to an abnormal event and
enhance the capability to control adversaries and accident scenarios. Besides the risk
reduction performance of protection measures, the costs of protection measures may
also be considered in the decision-making on risk protection strategies since there
is always a budget for the investment of safety and security. After implementing
protection measures, a risk assessment should be conducted again to check whether
the reduced risk is satisfactory.

(3) Risk transfer

Risk transfer aims to shift the risk to another party. Insurance is a typical risk transfer
measure in which a specified risk is transferred from a chemical plant to the insurer
by purchasing insurances [53]. In that case, if a domino effect event occurs, the
insurance company pays the cost. However, the risk is not reduced by the insurance.
Usually, the company can only get an economic income from the insurance company
to compensate for a name of different losses. In terms of security risk, risk transfer
may occur without any intentional actions. For example, a chemical plant invests in
protectionmeasures to prevent intentional attackswhile the nearby chemical plants in
the chemical cluster do not take any protection measures. In that case, the adversary
of the chemical cluster may aim to attack the chemical companies without protection
measures, resulting in a risk transfer from the plant with protection measures to the
plant without protection measures.
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5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, an integrated domino effect management framework is developed to
tackle the possible domino effects caused by intentional threats or hazards.According
to this framework, safety and securitymeasures should be integrated to avoid possible
overlaps. Besides, both intentional threats and unintentional hazards should be iden-
tified to prevent underestimating the domino effect risk. The vulnerability assessment
is divided into two parts: the vulnerability of installations directly against hazards
and attacks and the vulnerability of installations exposed to possible domino effects.
Consequence analysis accounts for fatalities, property loss, environmental impacts,
business loss, and reputation or negative publicity. Finally, the domino effect risk can
be calculated and evaluated to determine whether the risk is acceptable. If the risk is
unacceptable, additional protection measures should be taken until the risk is lower
than the pre-defined risk tolerability criteria. Based on the framework, decision-
making approaches such as cost-effectiveness analysis and cost–benefit analysis can
be developed to obtain optimal protection strategies.
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